
 

 
ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ was evaluated as a fuel 
resistant as a Fuel Resistant sealer as part of the 
FAA and U.S. Air Force Study on “Rejuvenators, Re-
juvenator/Sealers and Seal Coats for Airfield Pave-
ments”. 
 
ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ was developed for use on 
asphalt pavement surfaces including airport aprons, 
fuel storage areas, parking lots and commercial/
industrial driveways.  Some added benefits are low 
VOC and no odor making it ideal for public parking 
areas like hospitals, schools, or other institutions. 
 
 
 

 

 

ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ is easy to use 

and cleans up with water.  It can be brushed or 
sprayed and has a coverage rate of 100 
square feet per gallon (2.5 liters/M2)     
 

ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ dries quickly, 

usually less than one hour and can be striped  
when dry 
 

ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ is Eco-Friendly 

does not track and has very little odor 
 

ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ is available in  

 5-gallon Pails 

 55 gallon Drums 

 275 gallon Totes 

ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ asphalt sealer/

preservative is not a petroleum based product.  It 
is a blended polymeric liquid that forms a molecu-
lar bond with the oxidized asphalt surface and pen-
etrates cracks and raveled areas. 
 
UV and water are the two primary reasons for   

asphalt failure.  LAS-320™ makes the surface 

impervious to water eliminating freeze/thaw dam-
ages and repels most common chemicals,  includ-
ing petroleum and acids. Powerful UV inhibitors 
are added to increase the lifecycle and it can be 
used on both new or old asphalt. 
 

ENVIROSEAL LAS-320™ has undergone field 

testing by USAF at McGuire AFB in New Jersey 
and by the 
FAA which 
has classified 
it as a Fuel 
Resistant 
Coating. Test 
results are 
available upon 
request. 
 
 

ENVIROSEAL  LAS-320™ 
        UNTREATED              TREATEDUNTREATED              TREATED  



 Approved as a Fuel Resistant Asphalt 
Sealer by the FAA 

 
 Eliminates damage from UV and water 
 
 Repels most all liquids and Eliminates 

destruction caused by petroleum spills 
 
 VOC Rating less than 100 grams/liter  
 
 Non-Toxic, Non-Hazardous 
 
 Prevents potholes caused by freezing 
 
 Increases asphalt life by several years 
 
 Exceeds ASTM Standards for asphalt 

emulsion products. 
 
 Used and approved by the U.S. Air Force   

and NATO in airfield applications 
 
 Ideal for use in shopping centers, truck 

stops, gas stations, parking lots, fuel 
storage, and secondary containment 

 
 Easy application, Can be applied with a 

brush or spray– Water Clean-Up 
 
 No Odor and does not track  
 
 Dries in less than an hour 
 
 Coverage rates average 100 square feet 

per gallon (2.5 liters/M2) 
 
 LAS-320 is available in Concentrate for 

commercial and industrial applications 
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1019 SE Holbrook Court 
Port St. Lucie, FL  34952 

Phone:  772-335-8225 

sales@enviroseal.com 
WWW.ENVIROSEAL.COM 
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Enviroseal LAS-320™ is an environ-

mentally safe asphalt sealer preserva-

tive that can be quickly and  easily ap-

plied to increase the life of asphalt.  It  

protects against petroleum  and UV 

damage and repels most liquids. This 

protective barrier prevents water seep-

age which causes sub-base failure that 

results in potholes. 


